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The Infiniti X80 is a full-size traditional body on the SUV frame that competes at the high end of the market. Formerly known as the X56, the x80 mechanics can no longer be in vogue. All three models - the X80, the X80 AWD and the X80 Limited - offer seats for eight and a large V-8 power. Cadillac Escalade's main competitor, the x80 is the best Infiniti SUV
to date and outperforms at least a few of its competitors. In the 2011 model year, the model year was redesigned, moving from the Titan pickup truck to the Nissan Patrol architecture. In 2017, it receives minor updates. The front emergency braking system adds detection to pedestrians, trailer power control is added to all models, and Infiniti have made some
changes to the interior and exterior color palettes. We give x80 points 6.2, with fame for its large interior space and lovely interior fittings. (More on how we evaluate cars.) The review continues below the style and performance Given its Nissan Patrol roots, it's easy to see that this modern luxury barge still looks part of a proper SUV. With its high clearance of
the ground, thin profile and light side glass, the affinity is there. Most of the proportions hit the right notes: the height of the ride gives the x80 the perfect SUV position, and the D-pillar angle in a way that connects it to the rest of the company's vehicles, like the raised panels on the back door and the thinly swollen wings. However, some may find a few bulbous
organic shapes from putting, the forehead too high, and the wing holes cheesy (although one is functional). No matter what you think of the exterior, the interior is definitely attractive. It is a beautiful blend of leather, burled wood, and metallic finish, all arranged with logical control and strong, masculine lines. All 2017 X80s come with a 5.6-liter V-8 delivering
400 horsepower and 413 pound-feet of torque, with the drive to be either rear wheels or all four with a 7-speed automatic transmission. The power figures may not be as impressive as those of some competitors, but the V-8 is strong enough to to tow up 8,500 pounds and provide adequate performance for this large and burly three-row SUV. A zero to 60
mph takes less than seven seconds, but fuel economy is not surprising at a low of 16 mpg combined. The ride quality is excellent, even if you get affordable 22-inch wheels, but the handling is clumsy. There's an automatic alignment setup on the back for towing duty, and available hydraulic body movement control, hydraulic pressure on individual wheels to
help wet some of the over-body lean. The latter is a good feature, but it may not be worth the extra cost. The X80 steering is light, perhaps too light, but its brakes are large and powerful. In X80 off-road decent basics, with an affordable full-time full-time drive with a real low drive ratio. The torque is biased towards the back, but can be split 50/50 between the
front and back aus when the wheels start to start It's pretty simple and efficient, thanks in part to the standard hill-start electronics. Comfort, safety, and features Inside, the x80 is spacious, with high seating position and large front chairs that lack space in any direction, except when the knees meet the center console. As for the second row, there is plenty of
room for two adults (perhaps three for short distances), and leather seats can be heated. Second row bucket seats are available and we prefer them. There's a third row bench as well, and it will accommodate adults as a last resort, although it's better for kids. Behind it, there is enough room for moderate trading, but the second and third row of seats can be
powered down to expand the cargo space to a bulk of 95.1 cubic feet. The X80 remains outstanding for those who want a car that feels plush and exclusive. Standard features include leather uproak, hard drive navigation for maps and music, DVD audio and satellite radio, Bluetooth with audio streaming, hatch, rear power door, and 20-inch alloy wheels. The
limited model comes with a Truffle Brown cabin marked with a palette of brown, black and silver leather and wood and trim. The quilt leather seats, suede as a headliner, and the leather-wrapped grille of the speaker for the dashboard are among the many dress windows. Several safety features are proposed, including adaptive headlights that automatically
dip high beams if another vehicle approaches, lane warning and prevention, back-up collision warning, adaptive cruise control, blind-zone monitors and an advanced emergency braking warning system and the aforementioned pedestrian detection system. We are also fans of the standard surround camera system. All of these features and the size of the
vehicle itself should make it safe, but there have been no crash test results in the US for the x80 in recent years. - Detroit, Michigan, I've always been a soft spot for the X80, Infiniti's eye-catching rough SUV. But more and more I reflect on my time spent driving this Tester Mocha Almond, I find it harder and harder to come up with good reasons why I
recommend anyone buy it. In itself, in a vacuum, Infiniti impresses with lots of luxury, huge features, and a unique style. But in the broader context of the full-size SUV segment, there's not a single thing that distinguishes the X80 from its classmates. And don't forget that Nissan sells the X80 version for much less money - but not much less luxury - like
Armada. Pros Are Great Power. My favorite thing about this generation X80 is its engine. I love the Infiniti huge 5.6-liter V8, with a healthy 400 horsepower and 413 pound-feet of torque. Even at almost 6,000 pounds, the x80 has no With a get-up and go, with a hearty sound of underachieving and exhausting from the back. All Infiniti competitors use V8
power, but none of their engines feel so reliable. In addition, the Infiniti Infiniti hydraulic case The control system keeps the x80 from feeling overly buoyant or lumbering around with plenty of roll. Great utility. The X80 is a huge, body-on-the-frame SUV, and the advantage here is plenty of features. He will tow 95 cubic feet of stuff with the rear seats folded,
and he will tow 8,500 pounds, which is more than any of his competitors. In addition, the square, wide back door is convenient for loading unusually high or thick items. You can't get that with a car-based, three-row crossover. A big presence. The first thing you notice about the x80 is its size. It's huge - bigger than an Escalade or Range Rover, super tall, and
very impressive. But this makes a statement unlike many other large SUVs. It has a powerful position, with these stylish, 22-inch wheels. Okay, maybe it's a little ugly, but I give Infiniti credit to reinforce that big, vertical design with a lot of curb appeal. Cons looks luxurious, but it's not. The interior is very nice to look at, with deep brown leather, beautiful wood
trim, and elegant stitching on the seats. But as soon as you touch something, the premium aura disappears. No passenger in the front or rear seats has been able to get comfortable, a lot of Nissan-special plastics feel out of place here, and infotainment looks two generations too old. This interior is good for a fully loaded, $60,000 Nissan Armada. But in the
$90,000 Infiniti? Come on. Lots of practical questions. The more time I spend in the X80, the more I find little reason not to love it. The steering is super vague. It's hard to go in and out. The driver's seat position is uncomfortable - I sit too high in this thing, but the steering wheel is too low. Powering the third row of seats will take forever to fold. It's easily
unsettled on a broken sidewalk despite this quirky hydraulic control system. After a week at Infiniti, I find myself year down for the luxury Cadillac Escalade, cushiness Range Rover, or Mercedes GLS technology. Just buy Armada. The X80 is a softer, Americanized version of the Nissan Patrol sold abroad. As well as the new 2017 Nissan Armada. When I
was driving Armada earlier this year, I summarized it by saying that it is an Infiniti-level product priced at Nissan. It's great for Nissan, but bad for the x80. Competitors Cadillac EscaladeGMC Yukon DenaliLand Rover RangeLexus LX 570Lincoln NavigatorMercedes-Benz GLS550Nissan Armada Photo: Steven Ewing / Motor1.com I was a little hesitant when I
turned into San Francisco traffic during rush hour in 2017 x80, infiniti behemoth in a full-size luxury SUV. Looking down from my perch I could see on the roofs of three cars ahead of me. To my left I could practically reach out and shake hands with a guy riding a shotgun in a large delivery truck. X80 - seven passengers SUV with an additional capacity of eight
people. It is available in a two-wheeled or all-wheel drive vehicle, as well as in limited edition production. While the revamped 2018-80 recently debuted in Dubai, Dubai, Sent me a 2017 model in an Uber-luxe Limited trim line, with a dark chrome finish on the outside and an interior that looks like a leather version of the chocolate river from the Willy Wonka
factory. When the x80 arrived at The Roadshow headquarters, I jumped in as quickly as possible, not only to experience the spacious interior, but also to avoid looking at the hideous front end. The X80 has a face that only a mother can love, and even then I don't think my mother could get any affection for the look of this beast. Now Playing: Watch This: 5
Things You Should Know About the 2017 Infiniti X80 But Hey, that's what's inside that matters. Unique for limited finishes, the interior of truffle brown is by far the most luxurious I've seen in an SUV. Infiniti wraps everything in the skin, including the speaker grille, and where there is no skin there is an open pork frosted finish of the ash tree trim. San Francisco
can be a little cold, so I thumbed on the heated seats and steering wheel as I continued my drive around town. The traffic eased and my right leg got a little heavier. The big 22-inch wheels make the ride more severe than I would like on the rough streets of the city. The smaller 20-inch wheels on the lower trim lines will make for a more comfortable commute,
but then, they don't look like flying like 22s. Apparently, the X80 had other ideas. As its remote control assist kicked, I felt the gas pedal actively push against my feet. I decided to let it drive and as the car in front came at a red light, the qX80 braked to a full stop behind him, without my help. While this technology can work well in suburban areas, leaving a big
gap in front of you in the city is just begging to be cut off. After digging into some menus, I turned off the system. I don't need these technologies in my life. See all the photos no 39 More that I need in my life while driving big and in charge noX80 is a blind spot warning. The SUV is nearly 17 and a half feet long and more than six and a half feet wide; changing
lanes to the right can be dangerous. Many times visual and audible warnings kept me from running into a smaller car or motorcycle. The chimes were enough to stop me, but for those who refuse to take a hint, the x80 will also brake one side of the vehicle to behave back into the correct lane. The lanes in San Francisco are usually on the narrow side, so I
found the departure lane warning and prevention to be helpful in navigating this beast through the city. Both work just like blind spot technology, with warnings and then braking if I crossed a strip of markers without signaling. Also necessary in my life of heavy traffic adaptive cruise control. The X80 can be fixed on the front of a different car, remaining at a
predetermined distance while driving stop-and-go. The system brought me smoothly to a complete halt, but I had to immediately reset the system with the help of on the steering wheel to get going again. The InTouch infotainment system, which shows on an 8-inch touchscreen mounted on the dashboard, let me customize all the x80 treatments. I found that
only a blind spot and lane departure warning was enough to keep me on the straight and narrow. Once I got my set settings, I could turn everything on and off from the button on the steering wheel. Now Playing: Watch It: Take a Deep Dive into All the Technology Goodies of 2017... The driver assistance package is standard on limited trim, but customers will
have to fork out an extra $2,900 to get it on other models. It's worth noting that there's a $450 option for a 4G Wi-Fi connection that can connect up to five devices, although my tester was internet free. The driver and passenger will have to share a USB PORT as there is only one for the front row of seats. The second row can grab the juice from a 12V plug as
well as an unreasonable 110V, so good luck getting a computer with a three-tooth plug to charge. Third-row seats do not get charging options at all. It can be hard to park a full-size SUV like the x80, but the Infiniti thoughtfully included a lot of parking sensors that Bing and boop if I came close to hitting something, and the 360-degree camera made things
even easier. I was very disappointed with the InTouch infotainment system. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto are not offered and the graphics and interface on the touch screen is very much the last generation. I could choose from its overly complex menu structure with a touchscreen or dial and button panel just below the screen, although it felt awkward.
When I went looking for a destination, the navigation system insisted that I was taking a drive to Southern rather than Northern California and tried to move me to the nearest target... more than 300 miles away. The limited interior finish is covered with quilted leather. The Emme Hall/Roadshow Each X80 trim is powered by a 5.6-liter V8 engine, producing 400
horsepower and 413 pound-feet of torque. Like the InTouch system, this engine has been around for a while. However, the age has not diminished the vanity of the engine. Electricity delivery is smooth and offers more than enough grunt to deliver a towing rating of 8,500 pounds. Combined with a seven-speed automatic transmission, the combination works
well and gives prowess in passing and on the highway. The SUV even has all-wheel drive with high and low ranges, although I haven't been able to get the X80 in a low-range situation. The snow mode also regulates traction and transfer shift points to get better performance on slippery things. For such a large vehicle, the x80 is surprisingly spry. Self-
inaucerated hydraulic suspension, standard on a limited but part of a $5,200 luxury technology package on other finishes, keeps things flat in turns and Surprisingly little body roll to install, which weighs almost 6,000 pounds. The high seating position made me feel like the queen of all on the road, and though I I A few problems with the aforementioned 22-
inch wheels on city streets, the road trip was as smooth as silk. Although the 16.6 cubic feet of space per third row is pretty average for full-size SUVs, that extends to 49.6 cubic feet behind the second row and just over 95 total. Keep in mind, however, that the second row with the captain's chair also includes a central console that is fixed in place, so that the
surface is not quite flat when the seats are stacked. 60/40 Split bench seat can replace captain's chairs and central console on a free basis. The third row was a bit of a tight squeeze for my 5ft 9 frame, but the second-row captain's tip chairs to facilitate entry and exit in that last row. Flip-up second row seats allow easy access to the third row. Emme
Hall/Roadshow Any big car with a V8 engine is unlikely to get much fuel economy. The all-wheel-drive Car 180 receives an EPA rating of 13 mpg in the city, 19 on the highway and 15 combined. You can expect a little better from the all-wheel drive model. During my week I saw only 14 mpg. Yikes.If it all sounds pretty cool, but you're not quite ready to take
the plunge with what our editor-in-chief Brian Cooley calls Fudgie Whale, you could take a look at the all-new Lincoln Navigator on tap for 2018. The Cadillac Escalade is a stellar luxury choice with a large engine and excellent GM magnetic driving, but if you're looking for more off-road prowess, check out the Lexus LX 570 or the king of dirty luxury, the
Range Rover.The 2017 Infiniti X80 starts at $63,850 for a two-wheel drive model, while my ultra-luxury limited-cut finish hits the $90,445. There is a lot to be like about a good ol' Fudgie. The help of the driver is quite outstanding, the quality of the ride is good, and The Lord knows that the inner thing is gorgeous. Model 2018 improves the InTouch system, but
we still have no words about the integration of Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. In addition, the engine remains the same for the newer x80. With that in mind, if you find the 2017 x80 at a discounted price, go for it. Page 2 Fuel Prices Basics Transmission w/Double Shift Mode, A/T, 7-Speed A/T Body Common Sun/Moonroof, Sun/Moonroof Braking - Brake
Processing Activated Limited Slip Differential Technology Features Rear Seat Audio Control, Auxiliary Audio Entry, CD Player, Satellite Radio, Premium Sound System, MP3 Player, AM/FM Stereo Keyless Entry, Power Door Power Mirror (s), Heated Mirrors, Auto-Dimming RearView Mirror, Passenger Illuminated Mirror Visor, Driver Illuminated Vanity Mirror,
Vanity Mirror Driver, Passenger Vanity Mirror, Memory Mirror Intermittent Wipers, Rain Sensing Wipers, Variable Speed Disruptive Wipers Control, navigation system system Engine Start, Keyless Start, Trip Computer, Safety System, Immobilizer Engine, Telematics, Rear Parking Assistance, Backup Security Brake Camera, Towing Hooks, Integrated Turn
Signal Mirrors, Automatic Lights, Daytime Running Lights, Traction control, stability control, child safety locks front side airbag, driver Air Bag, Passenger Air Bag sensor, passenger Air Bag, rear head Air Bag, front head Air Bag cockpit climate control, Multi-zone A/C, Rear A/C, A/C Rear Defribility, Privacy, Windows Seat Power, Seat 2017 infiniti qx80 for
sale. 2017 infiniti qx80 limited. 2017 infiniti qx80 review. 2017 infiniti qx80 towing capacity. 2017 infiniti qx80 price. 2017 infiniti qx80 problems. 2017 infiniti qx80 oil type. 2017 infiniti qx80 signature edition
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